Let pA + oB = [pa^ + ab^] be a pencil of type m x in', i.e. with m rows and TO' columns, where A and B are matrices with constant elements which are not mere scalar multiples of each other; and p and a are homogeneous parameters.
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The pencil pA Y + oB 1 of the same type is said to be equivalent to pA + oB if two non-singular constant square matrices P and Q of degree in and m' respectively can be found of such a kind as to yield an equation (1) P(pA+aB)Q = pA 1 + <xB 1 ; ;P|4=0, [Q|=|=0.
Hence the totality of pencils of type m x m' may be divided up into different classes such that all members of a class are equivalent to one another, while no pencils belonging to different classes can be transformed into each other by an equation (1). The problem which now arises, viz. to carry out this classification, was first solved by Weierstrass and Kronecker in classical papers, and has since been treated by many authors.
2
They have distinguished a certain "canonical" pencil in every class such that any pencil is equivalent to one of these canonical pencils.
Weierstrass dealt only with the case in which m = ml and the determinant of pA + oB does not vanish identically. The general case which includes rectangular and singular pencils has been treated by Kronecker In (2) A'p is the transposed matrix of A p , and M is a non-singular pencil which may be reduced either to Weierstrass's classical canonical shape, the knowledge of which we shall assume, or to a rational form.
1
Kronecker deduced the canonical form (2) under two conditions. In the first place he excluded degenerate pencils: i.e. although the pencil pA + aB is singular it must not be equivalent to a pencil pA 1 + oB x some rows or columns of which are zero. In particular, no non-zero vector u = [u lt u 2 , .. .., u m ] can be found for which uA = uB = 0. For then we could construct a non-singular square matrix U of degree m whose first row is u. The pencil U (pA + aB) = pA 1 + aB, would be degenerate, its first row being zero.
It is easy to see that this assumption is not an essential restriction and we shall therefore adopt it following Kronecker.
But there is a second hypothesis which was made by Kronecker and most of the other authors 2 which from one point of view seems to be a loss of generality. They postulated that in pA + aB the rank of B should be as great as the rank of pA + aB (identically in p and a).
It is always possible to fulfil this condition by introducing new variables p , a' instead of p, a, where
a > a n a i2
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This may be described as changing the basis A, B of the pencil. This process, however, can in general not be effected by an equivalent transformation (1) so that we lose some classes of pencils if we admit transformations of basis as well as equivalent transformations. This applies also to the non-singular case of a square pencil pA + oB the determinant of which does not vanish identically. It has mostly been assumed that B is non-singular so that the determinant | pA + aB | has no root p = 0, a =}= 0 or, putting A = o/p, that the determinant | A -j-XB | has no infinite elementary divisors.
In Proof:
is a solution of (7) as is easily verified. In order to prove that there is but one solution we show that the homogeneous equation
has only the trivial solution Y = 0. Let Y o be a solution of (7'), thus
By iterating this equation we get
. Special Basis for a System of Vectors.
Consider a system of k row-vectors of degree m:
If a row-vector z of the same type can be expressed as a linear aggregate of the vectors (1), we write:
It will be convenient to introduce a matrix Z the rows of which are the vectors (1). Thus
so that Z is of type k x TO. The vectors (1) need not be linearly independent of one another. Let I be their rank (and the rank of Z). We may then find I basis vectors z ki , z k , z ki out of the system (1) which are linearly independent themselves and which allow every z k of (1) to be represented as a linear aggregate of the basis vectors. The most natural way to construct such a basis is the following: We go through the sequence (1) beginning with Z\ cancelling every vector that is linearly dependent on its predecessors. In particular every zero-vector has to be dropped. The remaining vectors may be called z ki , z kn , .. .., z t . This basis is uniquely determined by the process and may be named a " special basis." Every z k is a member of the sequence (1) and we have
We put x 2 B C(arii),
In the notation of §2 (2), we may write this
where M is a square matrix of degree k in which only the elements below the diagonal can be non-zero. The number k is, of course, less than or equal to m, since there are only m linearly independent (by (I)) we may therefore write
or in matrix notation
where K (like M in (2)) has non-zero elements only below the main diagonal. As is known, such a matrix has only the latent root zero and a certain power of it must vanish. Consider the matrix YA. As its rows are vectors of degree n they must be expressible by the rows of the matrix (6) is equivalent to the original pencil. But pA 1 -f aB 1 splits up into two pencils with fewer rows and columns unless k = m (p. 93). Therefore if k < m, the proof is completed by induction.
II. We shall now suppose that k = m, i.e. the longest jl-stair contains m independent vectors x x , x 2 , . . . . , x m . We may assume that the original pencil has this property. According to (2) we have
where now X is a non-singular square matrix of degree m and M is a matrix with zero latent roots only. We have to distinguish two cases.
(a) In pA + oB the matrix A has no row dependence: i.e. there is no vector y =(= 0 for which yA = 0. Since we had assumed m 2: m' it follows m = TO' and \A |=(=0. The reduction of pA -\-oB can easily be performed; multiply by X:
by (2), where X and XA are non-singular. We may therefore continue by reducing pi + oM. Since M has only the latent root 0, the Weierstrassian form of M will be We have now to deal with the more difficult case when a vector 2/ =j = 0 exists for which yA = 0. It is then possible to construct a " 5-stair " in the same way as in I only with A and B interchanged. Every other step remains unaltered: We construct a stair whose length 1 may be I. If I be less than m, we should again be able to split up the pencil and the proof would be concluded by induction. We shall therefore suppose that not only the ^4-stair but also the .B-stair exhausts the whole m-dimensional vector-space. Writing these conditions down in full, we have Let pA + oB be a pencil which fulfils the condition (11) of § 3, i.e. we assume that at least one U-stair and one A -stair exists, each of length m. But it is easy to see that every non-zero vector z that annihilates B can be extended to a stair of m elements unless the pencil splits up into two pieces. For if a stair beginning with z should break down at the k ih step, i.e. if the stair be of length k (k < m), we could split up the pencil as shown in § 3. From §3 (11), we see that for every vector u we can find a vector u such that
for u must be a linear aggregate of y lt y 2 , . . . . . y m whence the existence of u is evident from §3(11)/?. It is not self-evident that the unknown components of the vector u can be calculated from the nonhomogeneous equation (1) 
We can continue the chain as long as we want, but the vectors occurring in it will not be linearly independent. Let v Vi A be the first vector in (2) to be linearly dependent on its predecessors v 0 A,ViA, . . . ., v Pl _i A. We then have the relation Let p\ be as small as possible. We derive another chain from (2) by putting
In fact, the u^ form a chain, for by (2)
In particular u^ B = 0 by (4) and <> 4=(L,»",_,) 4=Oby (3).
We have therefore constructed the chain (6) 0--=«<*>5, «»>.4 = < > B, <>.4 = < > J3, . . .... u^\_ x A = « « 5 , nJM = 0
The vectors u^)A,u ( pA, .. . ., vt^^A must b e independent, otherwise we could build up a chain of length less than p x which would be contradictory.
If there is a vector u^=\=0 which annihilates B and which is independent of the first chain, i.e. of the vectors uf^\ vHp, .. .., u^l we form another chain like (6) the length p 2 of which shall be taken as small as possible. Naturally px 5S p 2 . We then proceed to a third •chain provided that its first or " leading " vector «Q 3) is independent of all vectors of the first and second chain its length. p 3 being minimal. In this way we get a whole system of chains 0=«»>£, (7) 0=««>.B, (c) Each length is as small as possible, i.e. there is no chain independent of the first chain whose length is less than p 2 , nor does a chain exist whose first vector is independent of the first and second chains and the length of which is less than p 3 , etc.
(d) We have exhausted all chains, i.e. we cannot find any vector
B=0 unless tt^t 1) is a linear aggregate of the previous chains.
We shall now prove that the vectors {9) U m A, «4» A,.., « £ _ ! A> u <*>A,ufA,. ., «w_ 1 A,.., up A, < U , . . , A a r e independent of one another. If this were not so, we should have a relation (11) q T^pT -l, and U' T) is the last element of the -rth chain that really enters therelation (10) with a non-zero coefficient jSW=^O. If the rth chain does not occur at all in (10), we put q r =0 and $, T) = 0. Let q t be the maximum of q u q 2 , .., q n ; if several q areequally great, we take g as great as possible so that (12) q g~^1 k (ft = 1, 2. .. , 0) ; q g > q K (A = g + 1, . . , h).
We now construct the chain The suffixes of the u are either 0 or negative since q 2; q (T = 1, 2, . . h). All terms behind the gr th term could be dropped because q g > q K for A > g. v 0 is independent of the first, second, .. , (g -l) th chain. For, otherwise u$ would be dependent upon its predecessors in contradiction to (b). It is therefore permissible to start the g th chain with v 0 instead of w{f>. But the length of the vchain is q ^ p -1 or less, viz. if the vectors v 0 A, v^ A,.., v q _ X A be linearly dependent. In any case the length of this modified g th chain would be smaller than p g which contradicts (c). Hence the vectors (9) must be independent of each other.
We shall now show that also the vectors and U T = (T = 1, 2 , . . , n).
I t follows by (7) that (19) U = U * a n d U = ^2 .
U n _ _U n _
Obviously, the equations (7) can be interpreted as a vector A-stairinthe sense explained in § 2. It contains k=(p 1 + l) + [p 2 + 1) + • • + (Pn + 1) vectors the independency of which we have proved.
We shall show that k = m. If k < m, it must be possible tccontinue the stair by another vector z such that z being independent of all w. By (7) we may write instead of (20) or in full Here we should have obtained a vector which is independent of the u and yet annihilates B in contradiction to condition d). Hence k must be m and U has m rows and is therefore square and non-singular.
Finally, we shall show that also UA is square (of degree n). If it were not so, we could add further rows to make a non-singular square matrix " .
From (13) we should then get Hence [A, 0] would be equivalent to pA + aB but it contains null rows and columns which we had excluded. The matrix Z must therefore be illusory and (18) may be written as This completes the proof. In his paper Professor Turnbull has shown how the minimal vector chains are connected with Kronecker's minimal relations between the rows of the pencil pA + aB. In particular, it has been pointed out that the lengths of the vector chains (7) are identical with Kronecker's Minimalgradzahlen.
